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Sometimes it falls upon a generation to be great, you can be that generation.
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“We have a vision of South Africa
in which black and white shall live and work together
as equals in conditions of peace and prosperity”
Oliver Tambo
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Welcome to “We the People” – a programme dedicated to all the
peoples of South Africa. We are fortunate to live in one of the most
interesting nations in the world. The people, our cultures, our
history, our inheritance, etc. is probably one of the most diverse of
any nation in the world. The road to democracy was not an easy
journey and many perished as they pushed for justice that would
bring change. Many paid the ultimate price for the freedom that we
experience in this amazing nation we call the Republic of South
Africa. A nation rich in resources, rich in diversity, rich in beauty and
paradoxically rich with pain, disappointment, anger and a sense of
hopelessness.
The reality is that South Africa experienced a major transformation
in 1994, when for the first time in the history of South Africa, all
South Africans; irrespective of culture, creed, religion, etc. were
entitled to go to the voting booths to participate in our first democratic elections. The joy, the pride, the
sense of purpose was tangible – our country had moved dramatically forward in its quest to freedom.
Twenty years plus have come and gone and although we enjoy political freedom we seem to have
stagnated in our quest – a quest that all South Africans would be treated equally, fairly and be able to
participate in the future of this great nation. What has happened? Why are our citizens disillusioned,
disappointed and in many cases angry? The reality is that life has not changed much for many people
living in South Africa. Social inequality is still rife and many of citizens still suffer emotionally from the
injustices of the past. Dr Ramphele the Co-Founder of ReimagineSA, advocates that what South Africa
really needs is an “Emotional Settlement” We will cover this topic in detail later in the programme. Nearly
thirty years ago the late Chris Hani summed it up as follows:
“What we need in South Africa is for ego’s to be suppressed in favour of peace.
We need to create a new breed of South Africans who love their country
and love everybody irrespective of their colour”
Chris Hani
This was the response of Nelson Mandela straight after the senseless murder of Hani
“Tonight, I am reaching out to every single South African, black and white, from the very depths of my
being. A white man, full of prejudice and hate, came to our country and committed a deed so foul that
our whole nation now teeters on the brink of disaster. A white woman, of Afrikaner origin, risked her
life so that we may know, and bring to justice, this assassin. The cold-blooded murder of Chris Hani
has sent shock waves throughout the country and the world. ... Now is the time for all South Africans
to stand together against those who, from any quarter, wish to destroy what Chris Hani gave his life
for – the freedom of all of us.”
This programme is about those who have gone before, it’s about creating a new South Africa, a place
where there is “the freedom of all of us”
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Module # 1 Creating a Reimagined SA
There are few, if any, citizens living in South Africa who are satisfied with the current situation our nation
finds itself. After 1994 (first democratic vote) the citizens of South Africa were filled with a sense of
excitement for the future. This feeling of hope lasted for a few years before our country started a
downward spiral. Currently we are left feeling disillusioned, disappointed and even angry. What has
happened? How come we have lost hope?
Our democratic system is under strain. Successful democracies require trust between citizens and their
leaders. Such trust is built on transparent accountability mechanisms that inspire confidence in citizens.
Trust in institutions, both public and private, is built on predictable, transparent, values-based
relationships between institutions and those being served.
We need urgent, deep, honest conversations to help us return to the source of our inspiration as a society
— the values of Ubuntu enshrined in our constitution. Only an emotional settlement process emerging
from such conversations can douse the fires of the sense of betrayal, rage and mistrust that are
threatening to engulf our beloved country.
We need to reimagine our country into one we would love to live in and proudly bequeath to our children.
Each of us needs to commit to this reimagining process and find an appropriate role in the rebuilding of
our reimagined country.
We have a choice. There are three options open to us.
1. We can choose to be part of the problem
2. We can choose to be part of the solution
3. We can choose to do nothing – which really ties in with #1. If you aren’t part of the solution, you
are part of the problem.
Now, you might come up with many excuses as to why you can’t get involved but excuses never changed
anything and people who always make excuses never achieve anything. For too long many people in our
country have not taken responsibility to be the change that they want to see in the world. Sometimes it’s
easier to sit back and point fingers rather than get involved. Imagine where we would be today if people
like Mandela, Bishop Tutu, Steve Biko and many others did nothing…… Our history would be very different.
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You might be saying that you are too young or maybe you feel that you would be wasting your time. If we
are going to make a difference in this nation it will require that each and every person gets involved in
some way or another.
Below are a couple of questions that we would like you to think about, discuss and then answer.
1. What kind of South Africa do you want to live in? i.e. describe what you would like our country to
look like. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. What do we need to change to make this dream come true?...................................................
3. What are some of the obstacles we will have to overcome in order to drive change?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4. What do you think you could do to make a difference? i.e. your “little bit of good”
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
5. What do you think it means to “reframe our future”? ……………………………………………………………
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Module # 2 Developing New Paradigms
that Drive Change
Before we get into this section let’s define what a “paradigm” is and where does it come from? No doubt
if you have done biology you would, or should know, about the process called “metamorphosis.” It’s an
incredibly interesting biological process. The best examples, or certainly the most common example is the
process that the caterpillar goes through in order to become an amazingly beautiful butterfly. When you
look at a Caterpillar, in your wildest dreams you could never imagine that something that looks like a
worm is transformed into a multi-coloured flying machine; now called a butterfly. It’s amazing. There are
other examples of animals going through this radical transformation but none more dramatic than the
caterpillar and the butterfly.
I think one of the greatest challenges we face is the fact that we believe ‘we are what we are’. In other
words, wherever I find myself is where I will end up. This term has many names but at the end of the day
it’s a type of thinking pattern that imprisons millions of people all over the world. At some stage or other
we have all practiced this kind of thinking thereby imprisoning ourselves and ensuring that we stay exactly
where we are in our own personal growth.
Many may argue that it’s impossible to change our circumstances
or to change our lives. This is simply not true. One of the most
exciting discoveries over the past number of years, is the fact that
we have the ability as humans to be able to change our thinking
which ultimately helps us change our circumstances. Millions of
people from all over the world have managed to change the way
they think, thereby enabling and empowering themselves to create
a new world with new opportunities. You can choose to be a
product of your past or you can change your future – it’s your
choice.
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We understand that this is not always easy to understand especially when you can’t see the light at the
end of the tunnel or you feel trapped in your circumstances. It’s difficult to believe that there is a way out
– the good news is this; there is a way out, and it’s all about the ability to change the way you think. In
other words, it’s about changing your attitude
“The greatest discovery of my generation is that a human being can alter his/her life
by altering their attitude”
William James
We all use the word “attitude” often when we are in conversation and unfortunately, we mostly use it in
a negative sense e.g. “He/she really has a bad attitude” To be honest we don’t even know what that really
means other than the person is probably behaving badly. This of course begs the question; so what is an
“attitude” anyway? In its simplest for form “attitude” is a way of thinking. One of the dictionaries defines
attitude quite well:
A predisposition or tendency to respond positively or negatively towards a certain idea, objective, person
or situation.
Two very important words above:
1. predisposition – if we break the word up it looks like this – “pre” means before and “disposition” means
how someone thinks. When we put them together it simply means that we have a set way of thinking i.e.
positively or negatively.
2. tendency – the word “tendency” speaks about a way of doing things. In other words, all of us have a
tendency; tendencies ultimately become habitual. It’s about “what and the way we think.
Even right now in this group there are those who have a positive response (attitude) to what we are
learning, there are those who are totally negative and there are those who simply don’t care. Each of us
has a tendency or a predisposition as to how we react or think about everything in life. This becomes our
attitude.
The bottom line is this; you choose your attitude. Yes, your way of thinking may be impacted upon by your
circumstances, or your upbringing or the school you attended, or your friends/family but at the end of the
day it’s still your call. This lesson is incredibly important.
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Thoughts = Actions = Results
Before we say or do anything we must first think about something. This
is logical i.e. to pick up something I first need to think that I need to
pick it up. Our brain instructs our muscles and nerves to do what they
need to do for this to happen. The same goes for speaking; my brain
instructs the rest of my body, including my tongue, to say something,
good or bad. We must understand that if our thoughts are negative
our actions will be negative, and the end result will be negative. It is
impossible to have positive actions coming from negative thoughts –
it simply can’t happen.
So, the big question is this; “How can I change my thinking?” This is
also a very important question. There are many things you could do
but we would like to highlight what we believe the three most important decisions could be that would
help you change your thinking.
1. Be incredibly selective as to who you hang out with. Friends can build you up, but they can also
destroy you. Your friends play a much bigger role in your life than you will ever realise.
2. Find a good role model. Seek out someone that you respect and allow them to speak into your
life. We all need someone to look up to.
3. Spend time on things that are valuable. Watching too much TV, or computer games, or just
hanging about not doing much will never help you change your attitude. Instead, read books that
will inspire you and hang out with people that will motivate you.
“Paradigms” therefore are the sum total of our thoughts, our attitudes. These “paradigms” are not
necessarily wrong or right but these paradigms will determine who we are and what we do in life. It will
also determine what we achieve in life. Sometimes our upbringing and the things we experience deeply
affect the way that we think – our paradigms. Throughout our lives we need to question these paradigms.
Of course, these (our) paradigms determine how we see and feel about our country, its leaders and our
role as citizens. If you think you have no role to play, guess what, you have no role to play. If you think
that someone else should fix it then guess what, probably nothing will happen. If, however you feel that
you have a role to play and do something about it; guess what, you become part of the solution. Not only
that, you feel good about doing something and your attitude changes. Remember positive thoughts lead
to positive actions and in most cases positive results.
Below are four key fundamental paradigms that will drive change in our nation:
1. Real change must start at a local level – this simply means that change must happen where we
are. It’s no use trying to drive change at a national level if we don’t start in our communities. By
the way these “communities” can start with family, friends, school, college, varsity, work, etc.
2. Local communities must develop a vision to drive change – imagine what could happen if local
communities started taking responsibility to drive change. All it takes is for each person to take
responsibility for their own actions and to assist others. It can start small and grow. “Never despise
the day of small beginnings”
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3. Vision and intention must align with core values – The next module covers in detail just how
important values are in building and creating social sustainably. We cannot neglect to
acknowledge just how important a common value system is. It’s important for the simple reason
that it provides us with guidelines as to what is important (valuable) and equally important is the
fact that these values determine how we behave i.e. live. The key values for South Africa have
been summed up in what is commonly known as the “Preamble to the Constitution”
We, the people of South Africa, Recognise the injustices of our past;
Honour those who suffered for justice and freedom in our land;
Respect those who have worked to build and develop our country; and
Believe that South Africa belongs to all who live in it, united in our diversity.
We therefore, through our freely elected representatives, adopt this Constitution as the
supreme law of the Republic so as to  Heal the divisions of the past and establish a society based on democratic values,
social justice and fundamental human rights;
 Lay the foundations for a democratic and open society in which government is based
on the will of the people and every citizen is equally protected by law;
 Improve the quality of life of all citizens and free the potential of each person; and
 Build a united and democratic South Africa able to take its rightful place as a sovereign
state in the family of nations.
May God protect our people.
Nkosi Sikelel’ iAfrika. Morena boloka setjhaba sa heso.
God seën Suid-Afrika. God bless South Africa.
Mudzimu fhatutshedza Afurika. Hosi katekisa Afrika.

Reflect on how you could live out these four key values? ……………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4. Develop a conscious intention of achieving our goal peacefully – Point 4 is extremely important
for numerous reasons. Firstly, we have all witnessed the destruction of those trying to achieve
their goals who have not done so peacefully. Secondly, the actual cost of the destruction e.g.
burning schools, threatening those who are actually trying to assist, disrupting education, etc. is
counterproductive. Thirdly, the innocent often suffer loss and are sometimes forced to get
involved although they have no desire to do so.
We all have the right to express how we feel about specific issues and there are times where we
feel strongly about these issues. This does not however give us the right to become disruptive and
destructive. Whatever our goal may be we need to ensure that we embark on a process that is
ethical and peaceful.
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Module # 3 The Timeless Values
of Social Sustainability
Social sustainability is based on quality-values: Quality of life, Growth and Equality. These are the core
values of social sustainability that have supported the sustainability of our species for over 200,000 years.
They are universal to all people for all time. Our species has persistently striven to improve its quality of
life, individually and collectively. That persistence is driven by an urge within each of us to grow into our
innate potential, as we interpret that urge. And, we are driven to explore our potential with the same
equal necessity as any other person.
Self-evident. The existence of these values is self-evident, though I cannot argue a proof to convince
sceptics. Being self-evident these values are held by everyone, though we have ignored them until now.
Yes, a developed brain and mind, and an opposable thumb have helped us satisfy our physical needs by
being inventive. But they are only supportive faculties to fulfil what urges us onward.
Timeless. These values seem to be innate to our species, which is estimated to be 400,000 to 500,000
years old. Having persisted for so long a time, these values seem to be embedded in our DNA as a “valueset” that is essential for becoming fully human. By their nature, for us personally and collectively, we can
consider them to be timeless, enduring and persistent values.
Universal. Because these three values are typical of every person of our species from the earliest of times
and are evident in all people today, we can consider them to be universal to all people of every ethnic
group, culture and gender. Every individual has been equally endowed with these values, to express them
as they interpret them for themselves.
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Quality of Life
While life is the primary value that gives us existence and is fundamental to survival, it is the quality of life
that makes life worth living and gives life meaning. The three primary values of social sustainability
include: Quality of life, growth, and equality.
Growth
Growth is a subordinate value that contributes to the primary value, the quality of life. Growth is essential
for improving our quality of life. It is self-evident that growth is essential to our existence and personal
and societal fulfilment. To be human is to grow! Having children provides us with an immediate
perspective of growth. As the child grows physically, mentally, emotionally, intellectually, culturally,
socially and spiritually they become more human. We did not become who we are without growing. The
marks of growth are inherent in children who are full of energy, enthusiasm, curiosity, and inquisitiveness!
An improving quality of life cannot be attained without growth.
Growth is the natural course of life for individuals, communities and societies, and is intrinsic to the
development of social stability, peace, and social sustainability. This value ensures that the inherent
potential of individuals, communities, and societies becomes expressed and fulfilled, which encourages
an improving quality of life for everyone. The opportunity for growth promotes the sense of hope, for it
is hope that fuels all attempts to progress. Without hope of growth progress is lost; and, can lead to social
stagnation and even revolt.

Equality
Equality is inherent in the value of life. In a democracy, access to the quality of life is provided when a
person not only has an equal right to life, but that person also has an equal right to growth as anyone else.
This is what makes immigrants so excited about moving to a democracy—they seek freedom to experience
the quality of life that makes life worth living—to control their own destiny and to explore their innate
potential with the opportunities for growth that a democratic nation provides. We give equal value to
each individual, and we would seek to provide more equitable opportunities to every individual to develop
their innate potential, as we would our own. Even those with less potential than others have equal value
in life to grow by exploring, developing and expressing the potential they do have. Without equality,
quality of life is denied to those who could otherwise grow into their innate potential to make major
contributions to their own lives and to their community. Then, the community is denied the rightful
development of its citizens as social assets.
In a community that has chosen to move toward social sustainability, each person is valued equally
because we have come to see the value of each person’s potential to make a contribution to the
sustainability of every one, all of us. People, individuals, are seen as social assets whose value to their
community can be increased by improving their capability to make positive contributions to their own life
and others.
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Quality of Life, Growth and Equality
Together, these three values provide an infallible, reliable, and universal foundation for making decisions
among the many options that life offers us individually and for communities. They give support for a
sustainable life much as three legs are the minimum requirement for a free-standing stool. Life is not
socially sustainable with fewer values than these three. This is true whether for an individual, community,
or whole society. Because of their universal and timeless nature, they are the central organizing,
validating and defining requirements for all organizations within communities, societies, social
institutions, organizations, and the social policies and laws that support social sustainability into the
centuries ahead.
Designing sustainable communities begins by writing these values into the founding and organizing
documents of organizations. Organizations that have chosen to move toward social sustainability must
also frame their vision, intention, philosophy, mission, objectives and goals in terms of these three values.
Having done that, they must then ensure that the decision-making processes of their day-to-day activities
include those values not as references, but as validators for the accuracy of those decisions and actions.
So, it’s important to understand that values are what bind us together. Without a common value system,
we are doomed from the start. Fortunately when drafting the Constitution our leaders incorporated some
core values into the process.
The Republic of South Africa will be one, sovereign, democratic state founded on the following values:


human dignity, equality, advancement of human rights and freedom;



non-racialism and non-sexism;



the Constitution will be supreme;



the rule of law will be supreme;



all adults will be able to vote;



there will be a common voter's roll;



there will be regular elections; and



there will be a multi-party system of democratic government to make sure there is accountability
and openness.

Let’s get back to what these values mean to us in South Africa. The point we are trying to make is this;
what does shared values mean to us as a nation and how do we make sure agreed values are shared and
lived at home, school, community and nationally?
In groups we would like you to identify the core values you would like to focus on and see how you can
live these out on a daily basis. …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Module # 4: What is Democracy?
A. Understanding Democratic Governance
How does democracy help citizens? Democracy (literally “rule by the people”) turns power around and
requires leaders and officials to be servants of the people and to be answerable to them. Democracy is
much more than just choosing leaders at election time. It’s a continuous dialogue among citizens and with
leaders to formulate good policies and laws that will shape society. This dialogue happens through
ongoing consultations in which different groups in society put forward their concerns and interests. These
are then considered by elected representatives who must decide what is in the long term interest of the
nation as a whole. They must weigh up factors like public opinion, expert knowledge, what the
Constitution requires and the short and long-term impact of their choices. Democratic process can be
noisy and chaotic because often there are sharp differences to be balanced and reconciled, involving hard
choices. On top of that, politicians are beholden to anyone who helped them get in power and this can
strongly influence their decisions. Since ‘South Africa belongs to all who live in it’, the key question for
citizens when choosing leaders is: ‘Are our elected representatives serving the best interests of everyone
or just a few?’
Why a healthy democracy needs you! Serious difficulties arise when voices of narrow commercial or party
political interests speak louder than the majority of citizens. Or when public opinion is manipulated by the
media, especially if the media is not independent but is controlled by the government or ruling party.
Sometimes majorities trample the rights of minorities, and unsustainable choices are made that sacrifice
our future for narrow commercial interests or short-term political gains. Healthy democracies require
ongoing vigilance on the part of citizens and opportunities for meaningful and informed engagement by
civil society. This is why citizens’ understanding of what democracy is – coupled with open, transparent
government – is important.
B. Society, State and Government
What are societies for? Society is about collective endeavour and social empowerment. For as long as
human societies have existed, people have come together to solve problems and achieve things they
couldn’t do on their own. People gain important freedoms, protections and opportunities by collective
efforts, made possible by belonging to a community. But the price of belonging to a group is to respect
the rights and freedoms of other members, i.e. to be a team player and not be anti-social. While there
should be enough leeway for members to make a wide range of personal choices, all are subject to certain
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community expectations, especially the unwritten social norms that promote internal harmony and
cooperation. This informal understanding is sometimes known as the ‘social contract’.
How were countries formed? Over the centuries, as separate groups came into more direct contact with
one another, forms of authority and processes evolved to resolve disputes, mediate competing interests
within society and solve common problems. These groups of communities grew in size and power, taking
many forms from ancient empires to modern nation States. States also take collective action through
international organisations such as the African Union and the United Nations. Thus, collective efforts can
be seen all the way from village level to global level.
How has leadership changed? Through much struggle and trial and error over decades and centuries, the
personal power of rulers is slowly and often reluctantly giving way to constitutionally controlled power
where elected representatives are obliged to place their citizens’ interests first. In underdeveloped
political systems, power is still concentrated in one leader, who is often portrayed as “heroic”. As political
systems mature, power and authority come to be more widely distributed among many levels and
branches of government.
Why are there three branches of government to create a separation of powers?
There are several reasons for the separation of power between legislative, executive and judicial
branches. First, without them, power would be too concentrated, making it easy for officials to abuse their
power or make mistakes that can’t be corrected. Second, the functions of each branch involve very
different processes, procedures and working environments, requiring people with very different skills and
training. Third, officials are selected and held accountable in distinctive ways that are appropriate to their
functions. Judges, for example, must remain independent of the Executive and Legislative Branches of
government and make their decisions solely on the law and the evidence presented to them, without fear
of retribution and without being influenced by an expectation of special favours.
Power is distributed across branches of government: Power is also distributed in a different sense, i.e.
between the three branches of government. Those who debate and decide laws for the nation based on
policies (the Legislative Branch of government), those who implement them (the Executive Branch) and
those who have to interpret and apply laws when there has been a breach of a legal requirement and
some punitive or corrective action is required (the Judicial Branch).
Why are there so many layers of government? Governments have to work on many levels in order to be
responsive to local needs and circumstances while coordinating and administering regional and national
programmes, and solving global problems that need collective action around the world. They exist solely
to create a safe and empowering environment for all of us to grow, develop our talents, contribute to
society and lead fulfilling lives.
Global level through international organisations such as the United Nations and the Commonwealth
Regional level with neighbouring States (AU and SADC)
National level (Republic of South Africa)
Provincial level (some countries don’t have this level)
Local government level (cities, towns, districts etc.)
Community level, e.g. through chiefs and elders
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What are the obligations of leaders and public officials?
- to not abuse or exceed their authority
- to formulate and apply policies that serve and protect the public interest
- to comply with the Constitution and applicable laws, including international law
- to be impartial and unbiased and not discriminate on grounds set out in the Constitution
- to not use their public power to demand bribes or confer special favours
- to not allow domestic or foreign policy to be influenced or dominated by narrow interests.
C. Law and Duties
What is law? A law is a binding rule that has been formally created by legislative processes set out in the
Constitution to achieve a national policy objective. Laws are supposed to protect the interests of citizens
and are usually in the form of statutes passed by Parliament and by the Provincial Assemblies. It is for the
Executive Branch to implement them. Where it is not very clear how a statute or regulation should be
interpreted and applied, judges are specially trained to decide such cases, bearing in mind factors such as
what the Constitution requires, what the purpose of the provision is, and what impact various
interpretations will have on citizens.
Where did laws come from? As larger groups were formed, the informal arrangements that worked when
people could know and trust one another were supplemented by more formal rules and institutions,
which enabled people to rely on those they didn’t know. Enforceable laws enable relative strangers to
work together. Imagine what it would be like if everything you own and all the services you receive could
only be provided by people you know.
Why do we need rules? Laws, institutional rules and social norms help to set standards of conduct to
prevent and minimise personal injury and damage to property. This not only helps to reduce harm and
conflict, but they are able to create environments that are empowering to live and work in. However, laws
can also be used to oppress people as they did during the Apartheid era. It is therefore up to everyone to
be watchful and insist that laws create positive conditions for everyone to express their humanity, fulfil
their dreams and use their talents to improve the lives of others.
D. How can you tell if a society is democratically sustainable and productive?
Its governance structures are legitimate: There are rules that regulate how leaders are chosen. If those
rules protect the wishes of the population and are honoured in practice, then citizens have the final say
in who will govern and even a losing side in a political competition can more readily accept the result.
Without legal and democratic legitimacy, results are harder to accept, public confidence is weakened, civil
unrest increases and there is greater reliance by leaders on coercion than consent. This is why processes
that promote democratic legitimacy are so important.
It tries to be inclusive and fair: A healthy society is humane. It seeks to respond to the needs and priorities
of all citizens. An unhealthy society caters to the interests of just a few individuals, families or narrow
groups, with callous disregard for the rest. Systematic marginalisation leads to political instability.
Oppressive and unfair societies are not viable in the longer term. Those who receive more than their fair
share of society’s benefits have little incentive to change. They also have more resources to protect their
position and all too often wealth capture can lead to forms of State capture. That is why it is up to all
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citizens to be aware of the political and economic environment and to use their democratic influence to
pressure leaders to ensure that society progressively becomes more inclusive and fair.
Government is accountable: Good governance is impossible without accountability and swift remediation
of errors. There are many forms of accountability that help to ensure that officials throughout government
are answerable for their actions when things go wrong. These include political accountability, peer review,
formal legal processes, public opinion and democratic voting, media scrutiny, and institutional structures
that underpin financial audit, anti-corruption work and policing.
There is respect for the rule of law: The rule of law means that no one is above the law. If no one is above
the law, then it is also true that no one should be able to change or abolish the law whenever it suits them.
This means that rulers are like trustees and should not be allowed to put themselves first or dictate rules
for their personal benefit. Citizens must ensure that, in amending laws, leaders adhere to a proper
deliberative process that protects the interests of ordinary people.
Conflicts of interest are eliminated or declared: When officials exercise authority, they should not let
personal interests corrupt their motives and deflect them from making the sound choices in the public
interest. A conflict of interest arises when a secondary interest, such as personal gain or doing a friend or
relative a favour, takes precedence over a primary interest, which is the pursuit of proper institutional or
public goals. To ensure a high level of public confidence, the mere appearance of a conflict of interest is
sufficient to taint the decision even if the official was not in fact influenced by secondary considerations.
It is important therefore that actual or potential conflicts of interest are declared up front and challenged
if they are not.
Decisions are transparent: Access to information is another cornerstone of democracy because it
promotes accountability and participation. Secret deals made by officials behind closed doors raise doubts
about whether the public interest is being served, because there is no way of knowing and there are many
incentives to take advantage. In limited instances, national security can justify some forms of secrecy but
even this information should be assessed on an ongoing basis by a reputable civilian body that has powers
of supervision to protect the public interest.
Policies are grounded in participatory consultative processes: It is essential that those exercising public
authority understand the impact that their decisions will have on others. They can only do so by actively
listening beforehand to those affected.
Policies are even-handed and evidence-based: Decisions and allocation of funds are guided by policies
formulated through inclusive and participatory processes so that they serve the public interest. Poorly
governed countries use public resources in a partisan way that rewards supporters and punishes rival
groups, and decisions are taken on whims and subjective preferences rather than on solid evidence.
Resources are aligned with policies: It is not realistic to expect things to happen if the financial resources
needed are absent. In drawing up annual budgets, governmental institutions decide what resources
should be invested in various sectors such as health and education. Public funds are seldom enough to
meet all needs and so they need to be used wisely and in line with national priorities. These priorities are
usually spelled out in national policy frameworks. These frameworks guide the crucial budget allocations
that determine what programmes receive the necessary financial support to be viable and those that
won’t.
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Independent sources of data: Most countries have centres that gather and preserve statistics obtained
through routine reporting, periodic surveys and research. These statistics help to answer the important
question “how are we doing?” as a nation and in different sectors. It is important that citizens and officials
receive straight answers – that are impartial and not subject to political manipulation to make the
government look better or worse than it really is. The independence and adequate resourcing of statistical
offices and other centres of research excellence help to underpin democracies by giving people reliable
reference points that enable sound, evidence-based decision-making.
A good balance between professional independence and public accountability:
All public sectors have technical aspects calling for expertise and scientific research. Mature democracies
respect, nurture and utilise specialist knowledge without allowing experts to override the moral and
ethical considerations that public conscience requires. To avoid dangerous public decisions that disregard
available evidence, there must be freedom from political interference with scientific, economic and other
technical knowledge so that experts can “speak truth to power”. On the other hand, experts can only
describe problems and risks. It is for citizens – usually through their political representatives – to decide
how to respond and what risks society is prepared to take.
Procurement powers are not abused: Citizens need to be informed about how the business of
government is run. It is especially important to pay attention to how the government is spending money
because it often makes large purchases of expensive equipment and services. Citizens are entitled to be
confident that public funds (your money) are being used wisely and not squandered or stolen. Are the
purchases covered by the budget and justified? What policy objective do they serve? Is the price
excessive? Citizens should ask these questions and receive truthful answers.
Sustainability is promoted: Your quality of life greatly depends upon the well-being of the planet, and this
depends upon the choices taken by citizens and their leaders. Those choices are determined in large
measure by what citizens require or permit leaders to do. That is why as citizens your voice is important:
leaders can only do what you as citizens allow them do. If citizens don’t notice or speak about what is
going on around them, then society will sleepwalk into a troubled future. This is well illustrated in how we
manage our environment. We can choose to protect it to support life or allow it to deteriorate and destroy
our own prospects.
Public services are responsive to the needs of people: An important element of the ‘social contract’
between citizens and the State is effective service delivery. Safety and security, healthcare, education,
transport and communications infrastructure and the wise management of natural resources and the
economy are examples of services that justify its unique law-making and tax collecting powers.
The military is subordinate to civilian authority: One of the marks of a mature democracy is that the
military respects and upholds the Constitution and the democratic process as well as the defence policies
and objectives formulated by civilian governments. A democratic deficit can be seen in some countries
where there is excessive reliance by ruling elites on the military’s coercive powers to stay in office.
Therefore careful Parliamentary oversight on behalf of citizens is important.
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The media is independent and responsible: The media
helps to safeguard democracy when it informs citizens
of unfolding events and provides enough alternative
views to enable citizens to make up their own minds. At
the other end of the spectrum are journalists who
sensationalise stories with emotive or misleading
language in order to promote newspaper sales,
advertising or political messages. If you notice attempts
to whip up emotions, it is helpful to take a step back
and ask yourself whether the story is true and balanced
or whether it is distorting the truth in order to
manipulate you. It sometimes helps to think about who
owns or controls the newspaper or radio/TV station and what motives may be behind a news item.
Good governance is the goal: Good governance is both the active cause and natural consequence of a
system of public governance in which responsible decision-making, sound policies and laws, capable
institutions and judicious use of resources reinforce one other. We need to explore together ways of
encouraging responsible decision-making, that is, accountable, evidence-based, ethical, strategic and
inclusive decision-making. If we, as citizens, take democratic principles seriously and insist on forms of
good governance built on this kind of responsible decision-making, we can build a much brighter future
and be a model for other nations.
E. Your Identity
Where does identity come from? In addition to your personal qualities, the circles of people around you
with whom you engage help to define your very identity. You are a member of several social and
institutional groups, enabling you to take part in various activities and to thrive. You may have an
immediate family which is part of a larger kinship clan, which in turn has a larger tribal identity. You may
be a member of a year or class in school, and belong to various clubs and teams where cooperation and
teamwork help you to achieve successes. You may also belong to a faith community which actively
contributes to your spiritual awareness and moral development. You may identify with a political party,
and typically you are a citizen of the country where you were born or have taken up long-term residence.
And our shared humanity across the globe makes us all citizens of the world. These roles come together
to give you a unique and powerful identity. Think about your life, your identity and the people you spend
time with. Can you list the different formal and informal groups you belong to or feel part of?
Why is your plural identity important? We have seen that everybody belongs to many different groups,
from close family to being citizens of the world. These identity roles define who you are, help to support
you, and provide you with alternative perspectives to create a better understanding of the world. They
need to coexist in a balanced way so that no single group has the right to claim a monopoly over all your
interests and loyalties at the expense of the others. If you sense that people are pressuring you to ‘belong’
to a group that denies your other relationships and identities, be aware that you could be at risk of being
manipulated or exploited. Leaders of gangs, cults and extreme groups often demand excessive loyalty or
try to cut you off from other groups you are naturally part of. By controlling you in this way, they give
themselves more power and disempower you. It is good to know about this type of manipulation so you
can recognise it early on when it happens to you or to someone you know.
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Module # 5 The Importance of our Constitution
Some questions concerning our Constitution
1. Why do we have and need a Constitution?
After the end of Apartheid in South Africa there was the need to establish a democratic system of
government that upholds human rights, freedom and equality of all people. Such a democratic
system is best implemented by means of a Constitution.
The Constitution of a country contains a set of rules and values to guide the actions of those who
govern and those who are governed. It explains how the government must be organised and how
it must operate and allocate the roles and responsibilities of state institutions.
Today, South Africa is what we call a constitutional democracy.
A constitution has the following functions:





It generates trust that is necessary for different kinds of people to live together.
It specifies how the government will be constituted; which means, who will have
the power and what decisions will they be responsible for.
It lays down limitations on the powers of the government and makes the citizens
aware of their rights.
It expresses the aspirations of people for building a good society.

All countries that have constitutions are not necessarily democratic. But all countries that
are democratic will have constitutions. After the War of Independence against Great
Britain, the Americans gave themselves a constitution. After the Revolution, the French
people approved a democratic constitution. Since then it has become a practice in all
democracies to have a written constitution.
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We have inherited the fruits of many great people who have gone before us. It is of utmost
importance that we, as citizens, protect our Constitution against possible threats, whenever and
wherever they may come from, and ensure that political leaders adhere to the provisions of our
Constitution – it’s our blueprint for a better future
2. How does the constitution affect me and what are my rights?
Many individuals think they have no power and therefore no protection. We need to understand
that one of the main reasons for a Constitution is to protect us as people from abusive powers of
Government. This of course begs the question; so, what is Government anyway.
Government:
“a group of people who have the power to make and enforce laws for a country or area”
Governments are made up of people and one would hope that these individuals who are elected
democratically would be moral leaders, but this unfortunately is often not the case. People are
fickle and power hungry which leads to human rights being violated. It’s for this reason that we
have the Bill of Rights, Chapter 2 of our Constitution. Today the fundamental rights of South
Africans are enshrined in our Constitution under the Bill of Rights. The Bill of Rights is a
cornerstone of democracy in South Africa. It enshrines the rights of all people in the country and
affirms the democratic values of human dignity, equality and freedom.
The Bill of Rights was born out of the amalgamation of the universal fight against injustice that
took place after the Second World War, and the fight against the inhumane rule of the Apartheid
Government in South Africa. The Bill of Rights as we know it today is deeply informed by two vital
documents in the history of fight for human justice: the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the South African Freedom Charter.
It’s this Bill of Rights that
safeguards your/our freedom and
ensures that democracy reigns
supreme. It also protects your
human rights and gives you
freedom
of
speech
and
expression. It’s your constitution;
it belongs to each and every
citizen. If you feel in any way that
you are being abused or treated
unfairly you have the right to take
action. The Department of Justice and Constitutional Development is one of the most powerful
organisation in the country. They have the power to hold the President of South Africa to
account. Every citizen has access and has the right to approach the Department of Justice &
Constitutional Development (DOJ&CD)
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3. What are my responsibilities under the constitution?
With all these rights listed and guaranteed by the Constitution, many believe that the Constitution
must impose a great number of responsibilities upon the individual as well. This is not the case.
Nowhere will you find an explicit list of responsibilities that the Constitution imposes. However,
the Constitution assumes some civil duties, and these are inherent in the Constitution.
For example:
 The Constitution presumes lawfulness. It is a responsibility, then, to obey the law. For
those who do not, there are protections, but the presumption of lawfulness is apparent.
 The Constitution sets rules for a conviction for breaking the law or committing treason
against the RSA. This presumes loyalty to South Africa. It is a responsibility, then, to be
loyal to the Republic of South Africa.
 The Constitution upholds the rule of law which presumes then that we have the
responsibility to be “moral” citizens upholding the rule of law.
 The Constitution presumes that we are to “serve” our nation when needed. It is a
responsibility, then, to serve when we are called to do so.
 The Constitution gives us the right to vote - many people, over several centuries, have
worked hard to bring the vote to as many people as possible. With few exceptions, all
persons, 18 or older, can vote in any public election. It is a responsibility, then, to vote.
4. What are the laws that protect me as an individual?
Below are some of the laws that are in place that can assist with emotional healing.
I.

The government must take active steps to change the inequalities of the past.
The government must make laws that provide benefits for people who continue to suffer from
inequalities as a result of past laws. This is called affirmative action

II.

It is against the law to discriminate against anyone on any of the following grounds:


race and colour



sexual orientation: being gay, lesbian or heterosexual



marital status: being single, married or divorced



gender: social and cultural male or female roles (for example, where a woman can't get a
certain job just because she is a woman) sex: physical differences between men and women
(for example, a woman is discriminated against because she is pregnant)



pregnancy



age



disability



ethnic origin: being from a particular background, such as a clan or language group



culture: having a shared culture and traditional practices
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III.



language



religion, conscience, belief



birth

No person can unfairly discriminate against another person, directly or indirectly, on any of the
grounds under (3).
The government must pass laws that will prevent or stop unfair discrimination. The Promotion of
Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act (passed in February 2000) says that
discrimination is against the law in different areas of society. The Act also says how people who
have been discriminated against can be compensated, for example by being paid money.
The prohibition against unfair discrimination is divided into sectors. The Act defines each sector
and says what discrimination is not allowed in each sector. If someone is charged with unfair
discrimination it is up to the person who is doing the discriminating (not the person discriminated
against) to prove that the discrimination was reasonable and justifiable.
The Act says Equality Courts in each province will become part of a magistrate's court. These
courts can hear cases of discrimination and have powers to conciliate and mediate, grant
interdicts, order payment of damages or order a person to make an apology.

IV.

Discrimination on any of these grounds is unfair unless the person or state can say why it is
fair.
Section 19: Political rights
Everyone has the right and is free to make political choices, such as the right to:


form a political party;



join any political party;



encourage other people to join a political party;



campaign for a political party or cause.

Every adult citizen has the right to free, fair and regular elections. They have the right to:


vote in these elections;



vote in secret in elections;



stand for election.
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V.

Section 10: The Right to Human Dignity
Everyone has dignity and the right to have their dignity respected and protected.
Government works at national, provincial and local levels.
All spheres of government must:


keep the peace and national unity of South Africa;



look after the well-being of the people of South Africa;



be effective, transparent and accountable to the Republic as a whole;



be loyal to the Constitution and to South Africa;



respect the status, institutions, powers and functions of government in other areas;



not take on powers that the Constitution doesn't give them;



use their powers and perform their functions in a way that doesn't interfere with
government in another area; and



co-operate with each other by assisting, supporting, consulting with each other on
things of common interest
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Module # 6 “Emotional Settlement” the Heart of
our Constitution
“An emotional settlement would unleash the talents and energies of all citizens
to work together to restructure our society into one that is more equal and just.
It would enable empathy to flow in our society and bind us together as citizens united in our diversity. It
is through the motto of living the unity in diversity that we can link hands as unselfconscious South
Africans to build ours into a just and prosperous society.”
Dr Mamphela Ramphele

Why is emotional settlement so important?
Martha Cabrera, a Nicaraguan social psychologist had this to say about why it is important to settle
matters of the heart: “Trauma and pain afflict not only individuals. When they become widespread and
ongoing, they affect entire communities and even the country as a whole. As this socially conscious
psychologist explains, the implications are serious for people’s health, the resilience of the country’s social
fabric, the success of development schemes, and the hope of future generations” (Living and Surviving in
a Multiply Wounded Country). Nicaragua, like South Africa, experienced the trauma of civil conflict and
armed struggle for freedom.
The drafters of our Constitution were very wise in getting us to commit to a process of healing the wounds
of our very painful violent past. As citizens and our leader’s post-1994 we failed to give priority to this
healing process. The Truth and Reconciliation process between 1996 and 1999 was not enough to help
us to deal with our past. The TRC was primarily about creating a legitimate process for giving amnesty to
apartheid operatives who would otherwise undermine the process of transition to democracy. Ours was
not a victory against the apartheid system but an unwinnable conflict between those fighting for social
justice and the upholders of apartheid.
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Addressing socio-economic injustices was deliberately excluded from the TRC process. The focus was on
ending the injustice of the colonial apartheid system through compromise. What was not understood
then was that both sides of the divide were deeply wounded by the deliberate fracture of the
interconnectedness that defines the human species.
Helene Opperman Lewis in her well-researched book: Apartheid: Britain’s Bastard Child concludes that:
“A lack of understanding of trans-generational trauma and the impact of humiliation on nations is the
reason that people never learn from history.” The humiliation of indigenous people of this country by
colonial settlers was later extended to the descendants of the Dutch settlers, the Afrikaners by the English
imperialists. The cruelty of apartheid imposed by Afrikaners on indigenous people and all those defined
as not of European descent, demonstrates how those abused tend to become even more cruel abusers.
Martha Cabrera’s experience in post-liberation Nicaragua has lessons for all of us as we wrestle with
emotional wounds. The message is loud and clear: there can be no social change without personal change.
Emotional Settlement includes 3 Steps:
1. The first focuses on the Personal Sphere, where crises, wounds, health, the conception of healing,
life style and holistic habits come in.
2. The second step is historic-cultural in which we try to understand how our personal life is marked
by the country’s history and the national culture. We explain how many dysfunctional strategies
our culture has and how they are expressed. In the SA context the continuing assumption of the
identity of the victim of the past undermines the power of taking ownership of our democratic
dispensation and shaping it into what we reimagine as the future we would like to inhabit. The
poverty of knowledge of Africa as the cradle of humanity and the richness of its role as the first
civilization and the home of the richest resource base: human, natural and mineral, has
impoverished our capacity to reimagine and rebuilt our continent.
3. The third step is the organizational. There is a need to give space to spirituality in the historicalcultural element because many people find meaning, their reason for being in the revolution but
have not identified with any religion or spirituality since the revolution ended and thus experience
a profound sense of emptiness. It is important to explore the spiritual dimension to improve
mental and physical health, and to improve the functioning of organizations. Rituals are
important tools to accomplish organizational healing at all levels: the home, village, faith based
organizational, work place and national arena.

How Do We Approach Emotional Settlement?
Africa has a rich culture of open safe conversations. Sitting together as families around the fire, villagers
around the Kgotla, or leaders reflecting on weighty community matters, including adjudicating disputes.
Circles provide socially level spaces where everyone is seen and heard. We recommend that our country
should draw on this rich heritage to create circles on healing at all levels of our society: homes, schools,
workplaces in both the public and private sector.
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We need to heal the personal, inter personal, racist, class, gender, age, and other fractures from our ugly
past. Those who benefitted from racist inequities need to acknowledge that trans-generational privileges
continue to date.
-

Acknowledgement is a first step.
Communicating this acknowledgement to those wronged is the second step.
Taking action to make good what went wrong is the third step. Restitution is essential both
symbolically and materially to promote sustainable healing.

Ubuntu, that African fountain of wisdom, makes healing not only possible, but imperative. Our
connectedness as human beings requires us to heal whatever threatens the inextricable links between us.
Those wronged are thus obligated to forgive those asking for forgiveness. Restoration of the inextricable
links between us as human is a responsibility we owe to one another, and to future generations. Transgenerational trauma can only be healed by all of us assuming the healing responsibility and restoring what
has been broken.
The preamble of the South African Constitution is a brief introductory statement that sets out the guiding
purpose and principles of the constitution. Chapter 1 enshrines key constitutional principles and, because
they are so important, they are more difficult to change. The preamble highlights four key foundational
elements:
1.

Heal the divisions of the past and establish a society based on democratic values, social justice
and fundamental human rights;
Lay the foundations for a democratic and open society in which government is based on the will
of the people and every citizen is equally protected by law;
Improve the quality of life of all citizens and free the potential of each person;
Build a united and democratic South Africa able to take its rightful place as a sovereign state in
the family of nations

2.
3.
4.

I am sure we would all agree that each one of these points are important; not only are they important
they describe how we should live and treat others daily. Let us briefly unpack each one of these elements
to gain a better understanding:







Heal the divisions of the past – how do we do this? ………………………………………………………………
How can each one of us help build a society described above? ……………………………………………..
What do you think a “democratic and open society” is? ………………………………………………………..
Do you believe we are “equally protected by law? …………………………………………………………………..
How can we improve the quality of life for all citizens? …………………………………………………………..
What does a “united and democratic South Africa” look like? …………………………………………………
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We are faced with five choices
1. Do we maintain the status quo and what are the consequences if we do try and keep things as
they are? …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
2. Do we try and “fix” the old or do we “create” something new and what does that look like?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
3. Is this reimagined SA for a segment of the community; or does it apply to all segments of society?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4. Who and what do you improve in order to make this country great? ……………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. Is this dramatic change driven top-down or is it something that needs to be driven bottom-up?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Concluding Remarks
Firstly, we would like to thank you for investing your time to learn more about the Constitution
of this wonderful country situated on the Southern tip of Africa which we call the Republic of
South Africa. Like we have said before; this is a great nation and we have great people. We may
have lost our way a bit over the past twenty years or so but collectively we can change that.
Archbishop Desmond Tutu once said these wise and now famous words:

This is exactly what this programme is all about; all of us, every single person, doing their “bits of
good.” When we do this collectively we have the opportunity to “overwhelm” the world. We
have done it before, we now have the opportunity to do it again. We would ask that we put aside
our differences, our fears, our unforgiveness, our excuses, our wrong thinking and join hands to
make this county great again.
All of this might seem really complicated and you may not even know where to start. We would
suggest you focus on the Preamble as it pretty much sums up what needs to be done:





Heal the divisions of the past and establish a society based on democratic values,
social justice and fundamental human rights;
Lay the foundations for a democratic and open society in which government is based
on the will of the people and every citizen is equally protected by law;
Improve the quality of life of all citizens and free the potential of each person; and
Build a united and democratic South Africa able to take its rightful place as a sovereign
state in the family of nations.

We at ReimagineSA count it an honour and a privilege to be part of reimagining and rebuilding
this wonderful nation. Thank you for joining us……
Special thanks to Dr John Barker (Director of Cambridge Governance Labs, UK) Dr Mamphela
Ramphele (Active Citizen and Global Communicator) and Dr Daniel Raphael (expert on Social
Sustainability) for their invaluable contribution to this programme.
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